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In 2019, I worked in an

3D printing has been waiting

VOLUME 13

to disrupt the orthotics
market for years. Only time
will tell if the pandemic’s
pause afforded clinicians the
opportunity to understand
the benefits this technology can bring to their
practice and their patients. Recent decades have
seen a proliferation of technological advances
that promise to transform traditional methods of
fabricating in-shoe foot orthoses.
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So much has happened, I don’t even know

where to begin. This is time for reflection and
appreciation for where we have been and where
we are going. All our lives and businesses have
been changed forever. This pandemic has affected
us in so many ways personally and professionally.
In many ways, our eyes and hearts were opened.
My relationships have become stronger, and
it is easier to see who and what is important.
This past year plus has been a valuable learning
experience for all. That is, if you were able to
remain open and see where the opportunities lie.
There is typically no growth without struggle and
the struggle this past year provided significant
opportunity for growth. At least for me and LER.
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intensity, uncertainty, and
rolling grip of the COVID-19
pandemic has, without doubt,
challenged many of us, both
professionally and personally.
The arrival of innovative vaccines at the end
of 2020 and early 2021 has enabled many
countries to slowly return to some degree of
normality.
	By Sarah Curran, PhD

32
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proven challenging for
everyone; however, those
afflicted with diabetes have
borne a heavier load than
most. The increased mortality associated with
diabetes has justifiably received much attention.

	
We see the signs of COVID-

	By Gerald Stark, PhD, MSEM, CPO/L
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NOW WE KNOW: VIRTUAL

IS REAL

reminds us of Bob Dylan’s
famous line, “the times
they are a-changin’,” as we
emerge from the COVID-19
pandemic lockdown. But one
has to wonder a bit why it took the pandemic to
induce 1 very large change we all experienced.

	By Paul DeVita, PhD

LIMB PRESERVATION IN A
POST-PANDEMIC WORLD:
VIRTUALLY OR PHYSICALLY
WE’RE ALL IN THIS
TOGETHER

The past 18 months have

TRANSFORMATION BROUGHT
BY A BLACK SWAN
19 loosening all around us.
Protocols are relaxing, stores
are opening, social events
are happening, and people
are traveling again. At a personal level, we are
experiencing a series of post-COVID firsts.

PANDEMIC’S ‘MARATHON
JOURNEY’ FORCES CHANGE

Forcing Change…The

	By Jason Kraus

Lower Extremity Review

	By Rich Dubin, Publisher

	By Robert Lin, CPO

I joined Langer Biomechanics

2020’S STRUGGLES

SHINE LIGHT ON NEW
OPPORTUNITIES—FOR LER
AND READERS

office/clinic setting seeing
multiple patients per day. On
a normal day, I would shake
their hand, touch as clinically
necessary, fit and adjust prostheses. I would
talk with colleagues in the breakroom while
reaching for adjoining coffee mugs and exchange
pleasantries with the patients of colleagues I
passed near shoulder-to-shoulder in the hall.

THE COMING RENAISSANCE
WILL UNLOCK THE
INNOVATION VAULT IN
ORTHOTICS
toward the end of 1979. I
believe the orthotic industry
was about halfway through
the first of 3 distinct periods in
its evolution: the development
phase. The science, education, and product
development work of that era created a level of
utilization by clinicians that forever altered the
previous use of “arch supports”.

2021 “NORMAL” SAME AS
2019, JUST DIFFERENT

	By Ryan T. Crews, PhD, CCRP; Brian D. Lepow,
DPM; and David G. Armstrong, DPM, MD, PhD
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MAKING THE “NEW
NORMAL” A “SMARTER
NORMAL”

The times are definitely

changing and will continue
to change for the better. As
the rest of the world pulls
down their masks, we in
the medical community will
continue to stay masked, prepared, and ready
for change.
	By Philip Stotter, CEP

The views and opinions expressed in this issue are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the official policy or position of Lower Extremity Review.
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39

‘THANK YOU NOTE’ FROM
THE FUTURE DEEPENS THE
MEANING OF ESSENTIAL

48

	By Andrew Schneider, DPM
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PANDEMIC’S EFFECTS
RIPPLE INTO PRACTICES
LARGE AND SMALL

my share of trying times. I
remember a quote I read while
battling an illness that said,
“Sometimes painful things can
teach us lessons that we didn’t think we needed
to know.” This couldn’t be more meaningful than
during the COVID-19 pandemic.

51

	By Patrick DeHeer, DPM

44

PANDEMIC CHANGES
PARADIGM FOR WHERE
DATA CAN BE COLLECTED

COVID-19 has changed the

	By Patrick Roscher, MS, and
Arnaud Gouelle, PhD

47

PANDEMIC PROVES
O,P&P IS NOTHING IF NOT
ADAPTABLE

As we pass the midpoint of

2021, our great country is
slowly but surely reopening
and, hopefully, returning to
normal (not the overused-tothe-point-of-being-nonsensical “new normal”
that we heard about ad nauseum, but the real
“normal” that we all remember and long for).
	By Erick Janisse, CPed

seen a prioritization of
evidence-based practice
in athletic training, sports
medicine, and all of
healthcare. The premise of evidence-based
practice is that clinical decisions should be
based on a combination of the best available
research evidence.
	By Jay Hertel, PhD, ATC, and Kathy Dieringer,
EdD, LAT, ATC

59

world in ways that we can’t
even imagine as of yet. One
thing that this pandemic
has done is it caused us to
distance ourselves from other people and realize
the paradox of modern technology.

53

RESEARCH DURING
PANDEMIC HIGHLIGHTS
ATHLETES’ NEED FOR
SLEEP

Salerno, Italy: The COVID-19

pandemic has opened a
Pandora’s box in the world of
professional sport: But that’s
not all bad. It has prompted
a further and definitive qualitative leap in the
application of sports science and medicine
principles to a more inclusive vision of the
human machine.
	By Antonio Robustelli, MSc, CSCS

54

WHEN OPTIMAL IS NOT
POSSIBLE, GO FOR
SUFFICIENT

The field of strength and

conditioning encompasses
many different career paths
and consists of individuals
who work with people
representing every conceivable
part of the human spectrum, from highperformance athletes to the general population
to individuals with disabilities.
	By N. Travis Triplett, PhD, CSCS*D, FNSCA

OUR HOPES AND
CHALLENGES AS THE
PANDEMIC WINDS DOWN

Yes, the pandemic is winding

down and so many thanks
to all who have helped! An
endless array of champions
in all areas of our society. The
best of us! This has been a
year that none of us will ever forget – so many
lost and destroyed lives.

	By Mark Mendeszoon

Throughout the COVID-

19 pandemic, the use
of telehealth visits has
skyrocketed in an attempt to
limit the spread of the virus.
And due to its popularity,
the continued use of telehealth is expected.
However, while telehealth can be effective in
many areas, there are limitations when it comes
to characterizing changes in physical function
such as gait.

THE PARADOX OF MODERN
TECHNOLOGY: CLOSER BUT
LESS HUMAN

LIKE ATHLETES ON
THE FIELD, PANDEMIC
REQUIRED PIVOTS WITH
LIMITED INPUT

The past few decades have

	By Rob Conenello, DPM

The COVID-19 pandemic’s

profound effect on the
healthcare system will
produce a ripple across all
healthcare industry sectors,
including podiatric medicine
and surgery. Some of these changes are obvious
and currently taking place, and many are still to
be determined.
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Like many of us, I have had

The COVID-19 pandemic

became an unwelcome
defining factor of 2020 and
into 2021. Now, we’re seeing
the light at the end of the
tunnel. And this makes it a good time to reflect
on the pandemic’s effect on podiatric medicine
and surgery.

REDISCOVERING ORIGINAL
PURPOSE

	By Robert Weil, DPM
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AT CAMP NO LIMITS, ADAPT
IS WHAT WE DO – EVERY
DAY!

“Adapt! It’s what we do!”

became the 2020 motto
for Camp No Limits as the
world shut down in March
for the COVID-19 pandemic.
Needless to say, the pandemic changed things:
the way we all had to put our lives on hold, the
way we live, and even the way we have hosted
camps since our humble beginnings in 2004.
	By Mary Leighton, OTR/L
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Publisher Memo
2020’s Struggles Shine Light on New
Opportunities—for LER and Readers
By Rich Dubin, Publisher
So much has happened, I don’t even know
where to begin. This is time for reflection and
appreciation for where we have been and where
we are going. All our lives and businesses
have been changed forever. This pandemic has
affected us in so many ways personally and professionally. In many ways, our eyes and hearts
were opened. My relationships have become
stronger, and it is easier to see who and what is
important. This past year plus has been a valuable learning experience for all. That is, if you
were able to remain open and see where the
opportunities lie. There is typically no growth
without struggle and the struggle this past year
provided significant opportunity for growth. At
least for me and LER.
With 12 years under our belt and a strong
brand with a loyal following, we have been able

iStockphoto.com #450867667

to weather the storm (with a little help from the
Paycheck Protection Program loan program)

each vendor and you will be able to download

latest in clinical guidance. We will continue to

and come out stronger and more resilient and

information on the company’s product line. We

focus on our 4 pillars of coverage: biomechan-

focused. While maintaining a commitment to

are also building these exhibit halls for a variety

ics, injury prevention, diabetic footcare, and

LER and our readers, we have launched several

of associations including Pedorthics Footcare

collaborative care. And we’re excited to offer our

new endeavors. lerEXPO is our online event

Association (PFA), Academy of Physicians in

company, where we build, host, market, and

support of the newly formed American Limb

Wound Healing, and No-Nonsense Seminar. I

moderate online events for Associations, manu-

Preservation Society (ALPS, see page 32) and to

have always known there had to be a better and

facturers, and clinicians. To date, we have facil-

more efficient way then spending thousands

continue our support of National Biomechanics

itated over 17 events with another 15 slated for

of dollars going to tradeshows—for both the

the balance of the year. These are all accredited

clinicians who need to know what’s new and

and offer online learning from trusted sources.

the vendors who have cutting edge products to

We work with experts in the fields of podiatry,

sell. We debuted our first hall earlier this month

orthotics and prosthetics (O&P), orthopedics,

at the PFA event that we facilitated with great

physical therapy, athletic training, biomechan-

success.

ics, pedorthics, and wound care to bring you the
best content.
Another exciting launch is lerMARKETPLACE. This is a 3D, interactive, dynamic exhibit hall where clinicians can learn about prod-

We are also in the midst of creating

Day (see page 25).
I am overwhelmed, delighted, and super
grateful for the incredible support that we have
experienced from the LER community. This
issue is a testament to that—and we are most
appreciative to all the authors who contributed.
The emails and positive comments that I receive

lerEDUCATE. This will be on-demand learning

daily are greatly appreciated – please keep them

website where you can watch videos and get

coming! And please, if there are things that

continuing education credits after taking a quiz.

we can do better, let us know. We are always

Of course, LER will continue to provide

striving to be the best we can be and support

ucts and companies as if they were in-person at

quality content that keeps our readers informed

this broad and diverse industry with innovative

a tradeshow hall. There is a chat feature with

of research across the spectrum as well as the

ideas and developments.

lermagazine.com
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The Future of Orthotics Manufacturing
By Cary Groner

3D printing has been waiting
to disrupt the orthotics
market for years. Only time
will tell if the pandemic’s
pause afforded clinicians the
opportunity to understand
the benefits this technology
can bring to their practice
and their patients.
Recent decades have seen a proliferation of
technological advances that promise to transform traditional methods of fabricating in-shoe
foot orthoses. One of the most innovative of

iStockphoto.com #1222566109

these is additive manufacturing, otherwise
known as 3D printing. A host of complicating
factors have stalled acceptance and implementa-

condition and needs, including diagnosis,

Oakland. “Large labs make eighty to a hundred

tion of this approach, however, including a high

pressure mapping, and gait analysis where

orthotics a day, and compared to that, 3D print-

cost of investment, molasses-slow production

indicated.

ing has been much too slow.”

times, confusion about the most efficient
workflows – and, as a result of such concerns,
an understandable reluctance on the part of
clinicians and fabricators to make the switch, or
even to add 3D printing to existing manufacturing options.
That said, in the past couple of years a
number of factors have begun to crystallize in
a way that may finally contribute to significant

• The creation of a positive cast or digital
image of the foot, using plaster casts, foam
boxes, or 3D scanning
• Either vacuum forming thermoplastic
over the cast or translating the scanned
data into CAD/CAM processes, leading to
subtractive milling
• Finishing, which may include

But the existing method has limitations,
as well. Plaster casting and foam boxes offer
notoriously variable foot models, though the
increasing acceptance and accuracy of direct
3D scanning of the foot will likely replace those
methods within a few years. 2, 3 Subtractive
milling results in significant amounts of wasted
plastic in an age when recycling is tricky to verify and the oceans are already awash in plastic

disruption and change. These include falling

customizations such as posting, padding, a

microparticles. Standard turnaround times are

equipment costs; further innovation in materi-

topcover, and so forth.

typically on the order of 2 to 3 weeks, and mis-

als; an increasing consensus about what may be

Part of the problem with altering this

takes and redos due to misinterpreted specifica-

the most efficient and cost-effective production

approach is that some version of it has worked

tions are common. Most important, however, is

model; and most important, growing appreci-

pretty well for decades. Moreover, aspects of the

that because the process involves a lot of hands-

ation of certain advantages 3D printing offers

process – such as the initial patient assessment

on work, consistent repeatability is challenging;

that no other technology can match.

– are unlikely to change regardless of how the

different workers make slightly different orthos-

orthosis is made.

es even when using identical specifications. All

Where We’ve Been

“Right now, we have a bunch of labs that

of these factors affect efficiency.

To understand why it’s been so hard to push 3D

are very good at producing high-quality orthoses

printing forward, it’s helpful to remember where

using either CAD/CAM or thermaforming

Where We’re Going

we’ve been. Stripped to essentials, the process of

techniques,” said Kevin Kirby, DPM, who is in

By contrast, orthoses made with 3D printing are

making an orthosis involves several steps: 1

private practice in Sacramento, CA, and teaches

infinitely reproducible. The process is automated

at the California School of Podiatric Medicine in

once a scan of the foot is made, so if the patient

• An assessment of the patient’s medical

Continued on page 12
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Continued from page 11

experience

wants another pair, fabricators simply send the same order through and
get an identical result. The only manual work is gluing on a topcover if
one is needed.
By the same token, 3D-printed orthoses are easily customizable.
Traditionally, to make adjustments, podiatrists or orthotists would add
posting or other adjustments using labor-intensive methods such as
forefoot wedging or heel skiving. In 3D printing, any such changes can
be added directly to the design specs sent to the printer – and again, they
would be identical on every orthosis made.
Most exciting to clinicians is that recent advances allow for im-

PREMIUM CUSTOM ORTHOTICS

proved approaches to varying segmental stiffness. Bruce Williams, DPM,
defines this as evaluating the stiffness values of the lateral and medial
forefoot, the range of motion of the first midtarsal joint, and those of the
ankle joint and the midfoot.
“Once you know those segmental stiffness values, you can create an
appropriate orthosis, and it’s really important to be able to alter stiffness
in different regions,” said Williams, a Chicago-area podiatrist who was
previously director of gait analysis at the Weil Foot & Ankle Institute.
“Traditionally, if you wanted to alter stiffness, you had to increase or
decrease the arch fill, or change the thickness of the plastic used.”
For example, if a patient weighed 200 pounds, the clinician might
prescribe a 4mm-thick polypropylene orthosis for relative stiffness, or a
2.75mm-thick one for more flexibility.
“The trouble is, not everybody’s foot is the same size or functions

OTC ORTHOTICS

the same just because they weigh the same,” Williams continued. “Some
people have more flexible arches than others, despite how much they
weigh. But do we necessarily need to make the entire device more flexible, or could we just do that in one region of it? Ideally, 3D printing will
allow you to control movement in some parts of the foot while encouraging mobilization in others.”
One unique advantage of 3D printing is related to how the process works. The 3 main approaches are selective laser sintering (SLS),
stereolithography (SLA), and fused deposition molding (FDM). All of
these allow the easy creation of detailed, geometrically complex objects
requiring sub-millimeter resolution.1 What this means in practical terms
is that that tiny lattice structures can be created within an orthosis, like
three-dimensional honeycombs. Stiffness, then, can be adjusted by altering the design and shape of those lattices rather than by varying material
thickness, as in traditional approaches.
I asked Williams about my own case – high-arched feet, but with a
stiff right foot that’s prone to fasciitis and a flexible left foot that isn’t.

THE RICHIE BRACE®

“That’s just the kind of problem 3D printing is suited for,” he said.
“With traditional technology, the only way to address that would be with

800.444.3632
www.alliedosilabs.com

a thinner orthosis for the right foot, with arch fill, or with posting. 3D
printing would let your podiatrist program more flexibility or other design
features into the right orthosis, and it would be exactly the same every
time you got a new pair unless you wanted to change it.”

12
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Diabetes
3D printing also holds significant potential when treating diabetes
patients when peripheral neuropathy increases their risk of pressure
ulcers, infection, and amputation. At Staffordshire University in the UK,
Nachiappan Chockalingam, MSc, PhD, a professor of clinical biomechanics, uses multisegmental models to articulate the relationships between
different areas of the foot such as the medial and lateral forefoot. Such
data are extremely helpful in designing orthoses for these patients, he
told LER.
“We are color-mapping segmental information specific to the
particular patient,” he said. “When we match the stiffness of the polyurethane orthosis materials to the stiffness of the patient’s plantar fascial
tissue, we reduce pressure better and improve outcomes.”
In a study published in 2020, Chockalingam and his team created
customized 3D-printed footbeds using FDM for diabetes patients deemed
at high risk for developing their first foot ulcers. The footbeds used different infill patterns (matrices) to vary the density in distinct parts of the
sole. 4 On average, the custom footbeds reduced plantar pressures 46%.
In another study published this May, Chockalingam and a colleague,
Panagiotis Chatzistergos, MSc, PhD, reported that a 3D-printed insole
comprising flexible thin-walled hexagonal structures functioned well as a
low-cost, non-electronic pressure sensor for assessing overloaded areas of
the sole in diabetic patients. 5 Because the insole’s honeycomb structures
exhibited different mechanical behavior for different magnitudes of
compressive loading, they reliably detected areas of plantar overloading.
The research served as proof of concept that in preventing diabetes foot
ulcers, 3D printing may contribute to assessment as well as treatment.
John DesJardins, PhD, the Robert B. and Susan B. Hambright
Leadership Professor of Bioengineering at Clemson University in South
Carolina, has been working with similar concepts in diabetes patients for
years.
“Our work has been fundamentally about being able to tune specific
areas of an orthosis to allow for changes in pressure areas across the
foot,” he said.
One significant advantage of 3D-printed orthoses is how quickly
they can be modified from existing electronic files, increasing the clinician’s efficiency. “It’s really important to be able to rapidly prescribe and
produce an orthosis, then iterate that on a weekly or biweekly basis when
the patient comes back in,” DesJardins explained. “Most clinicians have
a general idea that softer materials are better, but offloading effectively
requires intensive changes to an orthotic, and they can’t iterate quickly.
Sometimes it takes two or three weeks, and once they have that one, they
can’t reproduce it. So those issues are what we’re trying to target by just
hitting the ’Print‘ button and changing how hard or soft the material is in
certain locations.”

Materials
DesJardins and his team have been working to adjust density not only
Continued on page 14
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Continued from page 13

with the void structure – the internal architec-

for – it isn’t hard to see why. For DesJardins, the

the foot, the clinician needs to sit down with a

ture – of orthoses, but also with the materials

existing model of a central fabricator to which

nice piece of software and be able to draw where

themselves.

the clinician emails the design is more practical

they want the offloading to be and reshape it.”

“Some printers will create blends of different materials,” he explained. “It’s like having

and scalable.

Most clinicians aren’t trained in that

“They would be the ones that buy the 3D

different inkwells on a color printer. They can

printer, because the infrastructure investment

take a hard material and a soft one and combine

is severe,” he said. “Also, you have to have the

them to produce a range of different hardness-

expertise, and these shops understand CNC

es.”

[computer numerical control] and 3D printing.”
Such materials tend to be proprietary and

DesJardins noted that as healthcare

digital capacity yet, but the ones DesJardins
has spoken to are excited about the possibilities
for coupling better therapeutic outcomes with
improved efficiency.
“They say, ‘Man, if I could change just a
specific part of the orthotic with a single mouse

expensive, DesJardins noted, similar to the

continues to consolidate, major health systems

model by which inkjet manufacturers make a lot

with thousands of patients may create their own

movement and add or subtract, or change the

of money. The cost is a significant disincentive

in-house central fabrication facilities and either

hardness here or there, I’d love it,’” DesJardins

to large-scale production, but the strategy is

buy or lease 3D printers. Clemson, for that

said. “And the younger ones are much more

well-suited to prototyping and similar uses. His

matter, leases the printers he and his team use.

comfortable with that computational side of

team is hoping that the advent of printers that

From the standpoint of both investment and

things.”

use different densities of silicone will widen the

maintenance, it’s simply more efficient.

approach’s appeal.

Cary Groner is a freelance writer based in the

Back to Basics

San Francisco Bay area.
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The Coming Renaissance Will Unlock
the Innovation Vault in Orthotics
By Jason Kraus
I joined Langer Biomechanics toward the end of
1979. I believe the orthotic industry was about
halfway through the first of 3 distinct periods
in its evolution: the development phase. The
science, education, and product development
work of that era created a level of utilization by
clinicians that forever altered the previous use of
“arch supports” and replaced it with a predictable and repeatable treatment option built
upon comprehensive assessment, correlative
prescription writing, and appropriate dispensing
protocols.
This early phase was foundational in
nature and its successful rollout was responsible
for the development of curricula in all podiatry,
orthotic and prosthetic, physical therapy, and
ultimately chiropractic educational institutions.

iStockphoto.com #974882202

During this time new materials were identified,
tested, and used in design and manufacturing.
Central fabrication facilities began springing up

associations, educational institutions, and other

adjusted for inflation, but rather in absolute

in response to the demand by a marketplace

groups determined that the ongoing devel-

terms. Obviously, the lab’s expenses, particularly

that was intellectually curious and open and

opment of surgical skills was key to the new

their labor costs, have risen steadily during this

welcoming to new conservative modalities that

podiatric focus. Rather than layering these new

25-year period. While it is true that there were

seemed to provide patients with consistent

competencies onto their robust knowledge of the

advances in automated manufacturing and 3D

symptom relief with little or no adverse effects.

orthopedic management of lower extremity ail-

scanning, largely producers tried to fill in their

In the late 1980s and into the 1990s,

ments, it seemed more of a replacement than an

financial gaps by diminishing the custom nature

insurers were beginning to roll back either their

expansion of skills. The effect of this diminished

of their processes and reducing investments in

coverage or reimbursement rates for functional

training of podiatrists in the use of orthotic

research and development and their historic

foot orthotics. This led to a discreet second

solutions helped to facilitate a broader multidis-

support of educational and other professional

phase: the ambivalent phase. During this time,

ciplinary dispensing universe. This may have

development efforts. In some labs, there was not

practitioners began feeling the financial and

benefitted patients, who now had more provider

even enough profit to provide medical insurance

managerial burdens of managed care and other

options, but it marked the beginning of a new

to staff members. Providers began pushing for

cost-shifting schemes. The result was an inabili-

and challenging phase for the central fabrication

cheaper rather than better. Quite simply a race

ty or unwillingness to spend the necessary time

industry: the commoditization phase.

to the bottom.

for comprehensive biomechanical assessments.

With diminished training, reimburse-

As providers are rebounding from the

This, in turn, led to a lowering of technical

ment, and understanding of biomechanics, the

devastating impact of COVID-19, I believe

standards for providers and orthotic companies.

predictable lowering of standards took hold

that we are at yet another inflection point.

The quality of foot impressions and the labora-

and the willingness to support the labs that

Today, there are consequential changes taking

tory adherence to manufacturing best practices

continued to invest in product and professional

place in the central fabrication space for lower

became inconsistent.

development waned. The average selling prices

extremity orthotics. It is too soon to say whether

of centrally fabricated foot orthotics today is

these changes will mark the beginning of the

roughly the same as it was in 1995. This is not

next phase. However, when you consider the

In time, surgery and hospital privileges
became common for podiatry. Its national

Continued on page 18
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potential impact that these changes may have,

printing) and its unlimited design potential

that are getting out of the business as a result of

its likely that orthotics and the companies that

will begin to unlock the innovation vault in

retirement, acquisitions, or insolvency. Simulta-

produce them will be forever changed. Consider,

orthotics. Large, well-resourced tech companies

neously there are new entrants that range from

for example, how little technology has been

and other new companies are being built from

publicly traded tech companies, venture-backed

deployed in the industry to this point. There are

the ground up with digital tools, providing the

consolidators, and others. Ultimately, the

many processes, both in the laboratory and in

lab and the clinic opportunities for improved

success of these newer disruptors will almost

the clinic, that have not changed in 50 years.

operations and outcomes. These companies are

completely depend on whether healthcare pro-

There are few parallels in other industries. In

not only creating ways for clinicians to design

viders will be able to separate value from price

most parts of our daily lives, we have embraced

previously unimaginable functional component

and reward these innovators with commercial

and enjoyed the conveniences and efficien-

orthotics but are doing it in simple and intuitive

support. This will mean adopting their new

cies enabled by technology. The foot orthotic

ways. Better orthotics that are easy to design.

tools, supporting pricing that fairly rewards the

industry has had limited access to technologies,

The result will likely help to create improved

companies that bring these innovations to life,

materials, and equipment that would have en-

outcomes and enhanced patient adherence and

and helping to move the industry into the next

abled groundbreaking functional designs, end-

satisfaction.

phase: the renaissance phase. Stay tuned.

to-end digital solutions, and improved service

Changing also are the tools that are needed

capabilities. The investments required to deliver

in the clinical environment to efficiently manage

these benefits are substantial and the operating

this important component of practice. Laborato-

margins of most central fabricators have been

ries are gearing up with a menu of digital tools

too diminished to justify these investments.

that reduce staff costs, provide higher levels of

This is suddenly changing, with new inno-

patient service, generate greater referrals for

vative companies coming into the space with the

practitioners, and more. Labs that are not able

intention of disrupting a staid and somewhat

to retool for this changing set of requirements

stale industry. Additive manufacturing (3D

will be diminished. There are many small labs
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Embracing the Transformation Brought
by a Black Swan
By Gerald Stark, PhD, MSEM, CPO/L
We see the signs of COVID-19 loosening all
around us. Protocols are relaxing, stores are
opening, social events are happening, and people
are traveling again. At a personal level, we are
experiencing a series of post-COVID firsts. Some
are small, such as a first trip to the store without
a mask, first in-person meeting, or first sporting
event. Some are bigger, like first plane trip or first
visit with a loved one. However, we may feel a
bit apprehensive as we let down our protective
barriers to face a future with naked and maskless
faces.
Our sense of liberation and hope is
tempered by an uneasy realization that our
perceptions have been changed forever. Changed
because, young or old, we have less confidence in

iStockphoto.com #95414892

our own understanding of the world around us.
In his 2001 book Fooled by Randomness, economist Nassim Taleb, PhD, describes the metaphor

As we begin to rebuild our models with a

our philosophy and perspectives.

higher degree of humility and temperance, we

Most visibly, we have instituted more

can develop better strategies. We do this with

antiseptic policies and practices for prevention

the knowledge that we cannot hope to predict

of other communicable diseases. We are more

unpredictable events any better, but we can seek

aware of the vulnerability of our social and pro-

more adaptable and robust practices. We can use

fessional procedures, and we responded to ensure

this experience to develop a confidence that can

greater epidemiological safety. We are also more

applied to financial markets, is that it reveals

withstand and adapt to unanticipated conditions,

conscious of our role and relevancy as front-line

the fragility of any conclusions or expectations

and even exploit the hard-won benefits.

clinicians in healthcare to provide movement,

of the “Black Swan Event” to describe a totally
unpredictable and unprecedented event. It is
derived from an ancient Roman poem indicating
a black swan could not exist since none had ever
been seen.
The importance of this metaphor, originally

from previous experiences. It also reveals the

We could attempt to shroud ourselves in

mobility, and comfort.
There is a greater confidence we can extend

limitations of analytic distributive statistics that

the nostalgic belief that we can simply return

are retrospective in nature and cannot predict the

to normalcy by ignoring the events of the past

our reach to conduct meetings, consultations, and

probabilities of rare or unanticipated events.

year. However, we would miss out on the deeper

presentations virtually that would not have been

opportunity to use this new-found “metanoia,” or

possible before. We have learned to pivot resourc-

transformative thinking, to fundamentally change

es for individuals and groups that were under-

Taleb also explores the related psychological biases that impede people from assessing
risk and uncertainty, as well as the tendency to

served. Many organizations are also realizing a

reconstruct narratives with rationalized cause-

greater operational savings and efficiency as the

and-effect hindsight. We are all left with a sense
of helplessness at these Type III errors of “unknown unknowns” that are beyond our predictive
qualitative and quantitative models. This sense of
risk is further intensified with all too many of us,
directly or indirectly, experiencing the loss of a
friend or family member.

“Our most beautiful
dreams are born from
our most unpleasant
nightmares.”

need for travel and facilities are re-evaluated. At a

– Matshona Dhliwayo

At a deeper level, we may have evolved

personal level, we may have discovered a higher
degree of introspection and balance with friends
and family since we are no longer confined to the
daily migration to and from the “work warehouses” of our office spaces.

Continued on page 22
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more robust philosophical models with a greater

reaction to COVID-19 was a failure by global

risk resulting in disappointment or regret. We are

capacity for uncertainty and risk. The study of

policy makers to anticipate future pandemics.

disappointed by things we had no control over,

Decision Theory has grown from defining “the

At times we may also have experienced just

but we regret that which we could have done dif-

known,” to becoming more comfortable with

how alone we are, and how leaders may place

ferently. However, ruminating and confusing the

measuring the probabilities of “the unknown.”

their own agendas ahead of others. Perhaps we

Just as computational algorithms can self-adjust

are a bit shrewder, as we evaluate our informa-

classic paradox of correlation versus causation

to randomness with artificial intelligence, we can

tion and reformulate our individual goals rather

use inductive reasoning to approach indetermi-

than entrusting these groups with complete

nate situations with less anxiety. Quite simply we

confidence. We may choose to lower our own

are not as intimidated by unanticipated events.

exposure, optimize our advantages, and diversify

With the “test-pressurization” of the

interests to differentiate our positions.

can create undue helplessness and blame. Well
focused, it can help to examine inconvenient
truths and unanticipated multifaceted consequences, both positively and negatively.
Empowered with our new awareness, we
can accept the chaos and transformation that in-

COVID-19 pandemic, we observed systems the-

Finally, Black Swan events help us to

ory at work with the capabilities and limitations

examine our inner “counterfactual thinking” or

of our organizational groups and leaders on full

the tendency to create alternatives to events that

not have predicted or imagined, but with new

display. We may have been equally impressed

have already occurred. People naturally construct

confidence for the possibilities. As we remove

and dismayed at how those nested social,

“what if” scenarios that, in reality, may have had

our masks, we can reveal a face that is uniquely

professional, local, national, and global organiza-

very little impact on the true outcomes. It is our

adapted for a promising new future.

tions responded. We saw firsthand the waves of

inner voice that asks how we contributed to the

triumph and failure with actions that affected us

present outcome. These are self-critical questions

personally and collectively with the unintended

we ask about our own preparedness, vulnerabili-

Clinical Specialist at Ottobock. He is currently a

effects that may linger into the future.

ty, or ability to see unanticipated consequences.

member of the Board of Directors of the Ameri-

Some argue that COVID-19 was not a true

In terms of policymaking, counterfactual

novation provides. We look to a future we could

Gerald Stark, PhD, MSEM, CPO/L, is Senior

can Academy of Orthotists and Prosthetists and

Black Swan because SARS-CoV, and SARS-

thinking can help with better decision making by

adjunct faculty at the University of Tennessee at

CoV-2 had been encountered previously. The

differentiating the concepts of uncertainty and

Chattanooga.
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Now We Know: Virtual Is Real
By Paul DeVita, PhD
Lower Extremity Review reminds us of Bob
Dylan’s famous line, “the times they are
a-changin’,” as we emerge from the COVID-19
pandemic lockdown. But one has to wonder a
bit why it took the pandemic to induce 1 very
large change we all experienced: the shift from
centralized to decentralized workspaces, at least
for those of us in academia. University professors have always had much freedom of choice
in how they perform their jobs and complete
their tasks. Many…some?... have creatively used
their freedoms to conduct their work not just
from home but from other enjoyable places for
some time. Perhaps this freedom was expressed
through teaching classes on Tuesday and Thursday and spending Thursday evening to Tuesday
morning working and living at their beach or
mountain getaways. Perhaps this freedom was
expressed through working as visiting researchers in colleagues’ labs. Most of us, however,

Understanding biomechanics can help athletes improve performance and avoid injury.

The first way in which the pandemic has

enjoyable, and exciting meetings with these

changed work is that it taught us that virtual

youngsters has been the lifeblood of NBD but

is real. Meeting electronically is as effective as,

through the pandemic we have created a multi-

or more so, than meeting face to face. I think I

tude of online, virtual demonstrations, lectures,

will spend the next non-pandemic year working

activities, and experiences that are now part of

at home about half the time, if not a bit more.

the biomechanics world. These video lessons

I do not completely discount the value of face

are available for everyone to share and use in

to face. Students and faculty working in the

new and unexpected ways. Perhaps some will

lab can readily and spontaneously interact and

become elements of high school or university

versities are moving back to a new “normal”

learn and advance their work in valuable and

courses, or extra-curricular educational camps.

on-campus existence. Students and faculty will

unexpected ways. Face-to-face work enables the

Certainly, they will be shared among many NBD

physically attend and teach courses; offices

human touch — the ability to immediately ask

participants to increase the breadth of each

will be open and populated with staff, facul-

a question or instruct a person — and provides

person’s biomechanics toolset. To learn more,

ty, and student employees; student activities

faster advancement. We must, of course, meet

visit thebiomechanicsinitiative.org.

will resume with great participation…all with

with others to produce physical testing as part of

And universities as workplaces were affect-

maskless people. Yet, the efficiency of virtual

our science. Perhaps we need to see a real smile

ed as well. Universities are struggling for money

work cannot be denied. Distance working saves

or hear a real laugh now and then while work-

post-pandemic and need to save their wealth as

time and energy and reduces off-time — the

ing. Still, the benefits of working virtually will

much as is possible and reasonable. The savings

time we spend at the water cooler talking with

lead to permanent change in our working style.

through reduced travel, virtual interviews, and

colleagues about the weekend or the latest news.

Just as our everyday workdays were

virtual instruction will be irresistible. Science

Why travel to work spending money for gas and

affected, National Biomechanics Day (NBD),

conferences cost societies, universities, and

creating a larger travel-related footprint, or even

our annual outreach event designed to intro-

individual faculty and students time and money.

walk across campus, when we can connect from

duce biomechanics to high school students,

Virtual conferences have lower registration fees,

our homes?

was changed by the pandemic. Of course, real,

travel costs, and travel time, and participants’

went to work Monday through Friday, teaching,
researching, guiding students, and performing
university service roles. Now though, we see
more clearly the alternative mechanism of
decentralized workspaces, i.e., working at home,
not necessarily in isolation but connected with
everyone electronically.
As the pandemic moves to its end, uni-

Continued on page 26
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individual expenses. These cost and time savings will be important. I have attended several
virtual conferences the past year and all were
successful and efficient. Certainly, we will miss
the personal contact, discussions, and fun of
seeing our distant colleagues and having a beer
in the pub in the evening or seeing an entertainment event in a distant city. But the success and
savings of virtual conferences will be difficult to
resist. We can attend more conferences virtually
and make larger impacts with less effort and
travel. Certainly, we will see each other more
virtually than face to face in coming years.
It surprises me that we needed a health
crisis to realize the effectiveness of virtual
work. While many people and institutions have
known this idea for years, now everyone knows
it. Despite people’s fatigue with virtual interactions, I am sure these will continue at higher

Understanding biomechanics can help athletes avoid injuries

pandemic, even negative societal events can

a leader in The Biomechanics Initiative which

partially change society in positive ways. Virtual

hosts National Biomechanics Day. Dr. DeVita

is real post-pandemic.

also serves on the Lower Extremity Review

frequencies than pre-pandemic. I look forward

Paul DeVita, PhD, is Director of the Biomechan-

to seeing all my friends and colleagues on my

ics Laboratory at East Carolina University in

computer monitor often in the future. While not

Greenville, North Carolina. He is Past-President

denying the terrible outcomes of the COVID-19

of the American Society of Biomechanics and
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Editorial Advisory Board. He enjoys beating Max
Paquette, PhD, at ping pong.
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2021 “Normal” Same as 2019, Just Different
By Robert Lin, CPO
In 2019, I worked in an office/clinic setting
seeing multiple patients per day. On a normal
day, I would shake their hand, touch as clinically
necessary, fit and adjust prostheses. I would talk
with colleagues in the breakroom while reaching
for adjoining coffee mugs and exchange pleasantries with the patients of colleagues I passed
near shoulder-to-shoulder in the hall. No mask.
No hand sanitizer between patients. Just as we
had been doing business since I started some 30
years ago. Then, the pandemic struck, taking us

shutterstock.com #1668232411

all offline…and more importantly, off kilter. The
world as we knew it would need to change.
The past 16 months have sent shock waves
throughout the global infrastructure. Never
before has any healthcare crisis precipitated such
devastation to medical institutions plus every
facet of society. And it happened in a wave of
tragedy.
COVID-19 illuminated the flaws in our
response strategies to widespread disease, the
production and dissemination of vaccines, and
the effects of closures/isolation on the foundation of how the world functions. Relative to
healthcare outside the diagnosis and treatment
of COVID-19, the basic paradigm of how we interacted with patients had to be reevaluated and
modified seemingly overnight and then continued
slowly evolving for over 16 months.
Healthcare specialties that have historically
been dependent on hands-on assessment/treat-

been utilized for the dissemination of healthcare

problem-solving appointments.1 Personally, today

expertise from advanced medical institutions to

I share more Zoom calls and view more smart

impoverished or third world countries to close the

phone images than ever before while maintaining

gap between countries separated by thousands of

a less crowded waiting room and providing the

miles. During the COVID-19 crisis, this separa-

same high standard of care. As a private practice

tion wasn’t a vast ocean or miles of terrain, but

with privileges with several major hospital

rather a few city blocks, a neighboring county, or

systems, access to their electronic medical records

a positive diagnosis.

are even more critical. However, the effects of

So how did the pandemic change the

COVID-19 are still evident in the mandatory

healthcare arena, and more specifically the O&P

use of masks, face shields/goggles, and hand

world? In my particular practice, the reliance on

sanitizing with unprecedented frequency (after

technology was amplified to where discussions

every elevator/door knob/medical records con-

about signs/symptoms and issues with specific

tact, etc.). In my office, the complete sterilization

orthoses/prostheses were first described over the

of exam rooms between patients has lengthened

phone, and if needed, shared video clips of func-

appointment times and hamstrung scheduling.

tional challenges or real-time Zoom calls with

On the positive side, I feel these precautions will

patients/therapists or both simultaneously. Problem-solving strategies, donning techniques, and

better protect us during upcoming flu seasons or
certainly in the event of a resurgence of this or
like viral outbreaks. The paradigm of healthcare

ment had to convert to telemedicine/telehealth

wear/care directives were effectively shared and

for everything short of direct invasive treatments

implemented via these non-contact initiatives.

(i.e., emergency surgeries). Orthotics and pros-

Yes, there are certain interventions that absolute-

thetics (O&P), which has fundamentally relied

ly require in-person management, but these were

on in-person assessment/treatment planning

largely minimized especially in the elective care

Robert Lin, CPO, is managing partner at Adaptive

and execution, was deferred or slowed to a snail’s

arena. And more importantly, thankfully, these

Prosthetics & Orthotics, LLC., in Hartford, Con-

pace. Those practices that had a large acute care

telehealth visits were covered by insurance.

necticut. He also serves on the Lower Extremity

population had to convert to new strategies to

As we emerge from the pinnacle of

delivery has changed dramatically because of
COVID-19 and my small O&P practice is certainly no exception.

Review Editorial Advisory Board.

provide the ongoing care that our patients need-

COVID-19 in the United States, recent out-

ed. We had to rely on technology to gain access/

comes studies and patient survey assessments

Reference

diagnose issues and plan appropriate interven-

have shown that quality of care was largely

1. Shafi K, Loveccho F, Fortston K, et al. The ef-

tions while minimizing office visits or exposure.

maintained and many specialties are now more

ficacy of telehealth for the treatment of spinal

analytical about when to schedule follow-up or

disorders. HSS J. 2020;16(Suppl 1):1–7.

Telehealth or telemedicine had heretofore
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Pandemic’s ‘Marathon Journey’ Forces Change
By Sarah Curran, PhD

Forcing Change…
The intensity, uncertainty, and rolling grip of
the COVID-19 pandemic has, without doubt,
challenged many of us, both professionally and
personally. The arrival of innovative vaccines
at the end of 2020 and early 2021 has enabled
many countries to slowly return to some degree
of normality. Like many healthcare services,
the delivery of care that includes assessment
and management of lower limb conditions was
forced to change during the pandemic. For
some services, the influence of such changes
has altered the delivery of pathways of care and
assessment. In the UK, as the pandemic gained
momentum from early 2020, services such as

iStockphoto.com #878186094

assessment and management of the lower limb
was significantly reduced as the pandemic tightFor example, within the National Health Service

Digital Technology –
Telemedicine and eLearning

(NHS), podiatry triaged all foot and lower limb

The sudden end to most in-person consultations

conditions (vascular, wounds, musculoskeletal,

brought on by the pandemic spurred a revital-

dermatology, etc.) with some services stopping

ized interest by a wide range of professionals in

altogether for musculoskeletal conditions. Due

different options to continue patient assessment

to the transferable skillset of podiatrists, many

and care. Whichever your preferred phrase, the

were deployed to support frontline health

use of telehealth or telemedicine has become a

workers and systems.1 In a recent online survey,

prominent feature the past 18 months in clinical

Williams et al 2 documented the experiences of

assessment and management, and the exam-

to navigate the software and camera angles for

Australian podiatrists and podiatric surgeons

ples notably used in this commentary relate to

a clear and relevant view, along with network

working during the COVID-19 pandemic. Of the

musculoskeletal lower limb conditions. Although

connectivity to actually access a computer, smart

465 respondents, the authors identified the vari-

pre-pandemic use of video and phone consul-

phone, or tablet to have their consultation.

able impact of the pandemic, such as personal

tations are evident in the literature, the sudden

For many clinicians, remote (video and

protective equipment availability and related

onset of the pandemic forced health profession-

phone) consultations are a new skill to acquire –

business decisions, drawing out a number of

als and their patients to engage in variations to

a feature rarely covered in undergraduate train-

themes from the data. The authors further stat-

delivery of care, all of which have benefits and

ing — and is clearly something that universities

ed that many podiatrists described a “marathon

challenges. For example, embracing online (vid-

should consider including in their curriculums

journey” with many outlining the challenges

eo) or telephone consultations facilitates easy

as we move forward, even when COVID-19

faced as well as the highlights. However, what is

access to general and specialized care, and pro-

becomes a less prominent feature in our lives.

evident not just from this study, but from other

vides benefits for patient populations that may

Prior to the pandemic, there were pockets of

literature that links podiatry and other health

be excluded from such care, a feature of which

research and literature published supporting

professions, is the ability for resilience and

became more prevalent during COVID-19.

and delivering the use of both video and phone

adaptability throughout a sustainable period.

There are, however, some barriers, to such

consultations. In a clinical update based on

ened its grip globally beginning in March 2020.

approaches – in particular those associated with
video consultations for musculoskeletal assessment of the lower limb and foot in particular.
This can range from the clinician being unable
to view the limb – which is perhaps more
challenging as you move down the lower limb to
the foot and ankle to gain camera angles for the
clinicians to view the relevant area of the presenting complaint and condition. This, however,
is much more dependent on the patient’s ability

Continued on page 30
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musculoskeletal assessment, Hohenschurz-Schmidt et al3 presented
a unified theme based on the need for deliberate and patient-centerd
communication. The authors offer a useful step-by-step approach based
on practical applications that relate to communication, which includes
non-verbal and verbal communication, empathy, remote physical testing
(including palpation), reassurance and education, advice on physical
activity and exercise, and how a consultation should be ended.
In a recent study, Hasani et al4 employed telehealth for the management of Achilles tendinopathy. Using gym-based exercise interventions
(calf load parameters) patients were monitored weekly through videoconference calls. Using a combination of semi-structured interview and
focus groups and inductive thematic analysis, the authors showed that
this approach was acceptable to patients and physiotherapists. Whilst
this is an important contribution to the literature, what is useful are the
discussions from the authors that focus on the clinical and theoretical
practicalities of enablers and barriers to this approach that can influence
practice going forward. At the start of COVID-19, Albornoz-Cabello et
al5 also employed the use of telemedicine to implement video consultations of prescribed therapeutic exercises for patients with patellofemoral
pain syndrome. Whilst a short follow-up is noted, a greater reduction in
pain and disability was observed when compared to those patients who
received just information sheets with images. The link and communication with the physiotherapist enhanced engagement for the patient from
the comfort of their own surroundings, features that should be viewed as
positive and efficient use of time for the clinician and patient.
The aforementioned studies are a snapshot of examples within
the present literature of using video and phone consultations for the
assessment and management of musculoskeletal conditions. This is
encouraging and whilst there may be issues with limitations of palpation,
determining skin texture, and determining areas of pain, these can be
minimized by issuing patients with pre-recorded video patient instructions and combining these with patient-reported outcomes.6,7 Likewise,
the testing of ligaments for patency (such as that with the anterior cruciate ligament, anterior tibiotalar ligament) is limited on video consultation
– but ligament and limb stability can be checked using functional testing,
which can include hopping, balancing on one leg, and changing direction
– each of which are done face-to-face, but can be done under instructions
with video and its associated analysis for some patients. The latter of
which offers recording and the ability to slow down the maneuvers to determine instability and dysfunction, which the naked eye and brain may
miss, forget, and/or misinterpret, compromising reliability and validity.

Recovery and Research Directions
Whilst the pandemic is still very much with us, globally and locally the
recovery phase has begun for many countries. Long COVID-19 has been
reported by a significant volume of patients in general, and one of which
– COVID toes – has been reported by those younger affected individuals.
Within the recovery plans are the need to monitor, record, and report
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any foot and/or lower limb pathologies and dysfunction to build up
an evidence base. Whilst this may come predominantly from podiatry,
there is a need to integrate a multidisciplinary approach to capture these
observations and also support rehabilitation. With what appears to be the
tide of change for telemedicine (video and phone) in lower limb conditions (and beyond) – and, in particular, those related to musculoskeletal
conditions, there is a need to collect more data to support the evidence of
service provision.
The final note relates to the resilience of health professions, be it
podiatrists, podiatric surgeons, physiotherapists, and occupational thera-

MAKE AN
IMPACT!

pists, amongst others, and the suggestions outlined by Williams et al2 in
the need for more research on the impact of mental health and burnout
within podiatry as well as other professions post-pandemic. Arguably
these research directions already had a need pre-pandemic, but the
events of the past year have heightened the application to gain further
evidence.
Sarah Curran, PhD, is professor of podiatric medicine and rehabilitation
at Cardiff Metropolitan University in Cardiff, Wales. She is a long-standing member of the Editorial Advisory Board for Lower Extremity Review.
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Limb Preservation in a Post-pandemic World:
Virtually or Physically We’re all in this Together
By Ryan T. Crews, PhD, CCRP; Brian D.

monitoring and care that will outlast the blight

and vascular surgeons.9,10 However, there are

Lepow, DPM; and David G. Armstrong,

of COVID-19. There are numerous reports in

many more “skill positions” that contribute

DPM, MD, PhD

the literature of rapid increases in the use of

to such teams and ensure not only that limbs

telemedicine to provide foot care in patients’

are spared, but patients are able to live their

homes.

best lives with their intact limbs. Podiatric and

The past 18 months have proven challenging for
everyone; however, those afflicted with diabetes
have borne a heavier load than most. The
increased mortality associated with diabetes1 has
justifiably received much attention. However,
one of the key drivers of the cost of caring for diabetes pre-pandemic, the diabetic foot, also warrants attention relative to COVID-19. Delayed
or missed clinical appointments, non-adherence
to preventative measures, lockdowns, and
physical inactivity have all been cited as possible
contributors to increases in lower extremity
amputations2 and decreases in preventative
measures such as lower limb revascularization
procedures.3 Prior to the pandemic, the goal for
most patients with wounds was healing at any
cost. 4 Now, goals have shifted as has the site of

5,6

Similarly the pandemic has been

forecast to be a catalyst for increasing the im-

vascular surgeons are uniquely qualified to

plementation of smart technologies for remotely

assess and treat urgent matters such as active

monitoring the at-risk foot.7 Smart shoes and

DFUs and chronic limb threatening ischemia,

socks, as well as other home monitoring devices

but the expertise of other specialists can greatly

such as networked bathmats that assess for

enhance short- and long-term outcomes. We

pre-ulcerative inflammation of feet, have already

have previously introduced the concept of

shown promise for identifying impending

patients with healed DFUs as being in a state

diabetic foot ulcers (DFUs) and allowing for

of remission that implies these patients, like

intervention before such wounds form.

cancer patients in remission, require a vigilant

While advances in remote monitoring and

continuance of care. There is a large and diverse

artificial intelligence offer substantial potential

group of professionals who can help with both

for improvements in care for the diabetic foot,

the physiological complications of these patients’

outcomes are ultimately dependent upon what

soles and the psychosocial complications of

patients and providers do with the information

these patients’ souls.

provided by these technological resources.
Another positive outcome to emerge during

ALPS is looking to bring together diabetes
educators, endocrinologists, infectious disease

wound care, which subsequently reduces access

the COVID-19 pandemic was the formation of

specialists, interventional radiologists and

to certain pre-pandemic practices and protocols.

the American Limb Preservation Society (ALPS)

cardiologists, nurses, pathologists, pedorthists,

The focus now has become preventing these

in 2020. ALPS is an entity devoted to uniting

physical therapists, plastic surgeons, podiatric

serious complications and avoiding hospitaliza-

varied specialists’ efforts to save lower limbs.

surgeons, psychologists, vascular surgeons,

tion.

Both the literature8 and anecdotal evidence are

clinical scientists, and others to collectively put

in agreement that interprofessional team-based

an end to preventable amputations.

Despite these setbacks there are some
reasons for optimism as we approach a

care is critical to sparing limbs. Eleven years

post-pandemic new normal. Necessity spurred

ago, Mills et al. highlighted the minimum

monitoring supercharged by COVID-19 present

the uptake of advances in remote patient

constituents of such teams as being podiatric

new opportunities for these varied constitu-

The advances in telehealth care and patient

The DFCon program is designed for the wide spectrum of generalists
and specialists who diagnose and manage the diabetic foot. Didactic
talks, panel discussions, Q&A sessions, specialty symposia and
workshops will delve into diagnostics and interventional strategies
for diabetic foot ulcers and amputation prevention.Featuring a worldrenowned international faculty, DFCon offers the opportunity to review
state-of-the-art concepts and techniques.
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encies to meaningfully collaborate in shared

socio-economic, and morbidity factors asso-

decision processes with patients in order to

ciated to the mortality rate, and forecasting

COVID-19 transform diabetic foot dis-

obtain the optimal results for at-risk feet and the

analysis in 2020–2021. Int J Environ Res

ease management? J Diabetes Sci Tech.

people who are attached to those feet.4,11 ALPS

Public Health. 2021;18(10):5350.

2020;14(4):764-766.

seeks to be the clearinghouse for driving such
collaborative initiatives. While the challenges
diabetes poses for lower limbs are daunting, we
believe the future is bright.
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Making the “New Normal” a “Smarter Normal”
By Philip Stotter, CEP
The times are definitely changing and will
continue to change for the better. As the rest
of the world pulls down their masks, we in
the medical community will continue to stay
masked, prepared, and ready for change.
When we hear the words “the new normal” most of us see this as a negative connotation. But for the medical community embracing
a new normal has always been on the forefront for how to improve and move medicine
forward. However, the healthcare community is
typically slow to make dramatic shifts in care,
unless forced to do so.
With the so-called bad, comes the good.
The COVID-19 pandemic forced us in the
medical community to find alternative answers
to solving and maintaining the consistency
and continuum of patient care as it forced
the separation of human contact as much as
possible. At the same time, almost overnight,
our healthcare ecosystem took action to provide

iStockphoto.com #1321273372

care for those in need and expanded access
through telehealth at a scale never seen before.
For instance, in my personal world of physical
rehabilitation, doctors, physical therapists, occupational therapists, and other allied providers
like me had to find – or discover – technologies
that would connect us to our patients. Zoom
and other teleconferencing services became
the rehab highway that would create the “new
normal” for patient care. Like Zoom, other digital technologies were used at a rate that would
have never been believed before this pandemic.
The once rarely used connected health platform
became the only way to link to patients.
New ideas, technologies, and research

A patient with Parkinson’s disease is dancing so his physical therapist can assess his disease status during
COVID-19 pandemic.

tors, took part in this digital expansion of smart

helped to integrate a “smart tool” that provides

technologies. The new technologies would

AI-led test/treat intervention with predictive

provide the clinical/medical industry tools

analysis that helps connect patients to more

appropriate for the changing times. Thanks

accurate and patient-centric courses of action.

to a stronger focus on contactless technology,

This has proven to be effective in disciplines

artificial intelligence (AI)–led interventions and

not even of focus. In cardiac rehab, sensory

predictive data analysis tools now allow doctors

balance testing has been added because of the

and other rehab specialists to remotely assess

lack of physical activity and the age-related

risks and provide better care for each individual

connection of fall risk to heart health. The

patient as never before.

exercise physiologists (EPs) who work in this

Medicine has always been data driven, but

area were not equipped to conduct tests that

sprung out of this forced distancing world and

now we were leaning more heavily on this data

are typically used in neurology and other dis-

these innovations would come to redefine the

to help with decision making. I personally had

ciplines. With the use of this AI-led test/treat

patient care equation. The pandemic forced

already started to address patient care work-

technology, EPs can now administer tests such

the hand of the medical community to find

flow problems pre-pandemic with the use of

as the Clinical Test of Sensory Interaction on

new and better ways to practice. It was time to

an AI-led technology focused on the test/treat

Balance or 4-Stage Balance Test and be guided

become “smarter,” at least in terms of patient

intervention process with a concentration on

and supported to calls of actions. Plus, they can

care technology.

limited personal contact without compromising

save time with the use of an automated con-

effectiveness. Now, as a result of COVID-19, I

nected-care home exercise platform (HEP) built

I, like so many clinical technology innova-

Continued on page 36
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in. Also, in geriatrics and senior health, this simple-to-use technology
can screen for fall risk and, if detected, suggest proven clinical pathways
to lessen the risk. The pandemic increased falls by upward of 30% in
senior living communities and this same technology has been proven
to help secure a safe transfer from quarantine to a return-to-active-life
strategy.
Many technologies were born out of need during the COVID-19
crisis, but to keep progressing we need to continue to embrace what
was forced on us through the pandemic as well as continue to use these
patient care and connected technologies. AI in healthcare allows us to
diagnose more effectively, create more personalized treatment plans,
and automate healthcare tasks. Automated connective HEP tools can
lessen the workload of rehabilitation specialists and utilizing smart technologies that could be used by anyone, anywhere was at the forefront of
this innovation.
This new trend of AI-supported telehealth for those who can get
the help they need without physically going to the doctor’s office became
the problem to solve and will continue to be the path for future technologies. We live in a world of immediate service and healthcare cannot be
the exception.
As it’s typically stated, we can only learn through hard times and
the pandemic was no exception. But what we learned was using technology to connect and treat patients soared us ahead farther than we
would have ever reached without the pandemic. The question now will
be, “Can we continue to move and adapt as fast as we did last year for
the years to come?”. The key will be seizing this window of opportunity
before we inadvertently slip back into old practices, the familiar comfort
zone. We have seen that necessity is the mother of invention, and a
“smarter normal” is a better normal.
Philip Stotter, CEP, is a veteran clinical exercise physiologist turned inventor/business developer, and the Visionary and Founder behind Stotter
Technologies, Moflex, AA360, and others. As a practitioner, researcher,
and educator, Philip has over 25 years of experience in performance, corrective and preventative clinical, and sports settings. He is currently one
of the top human biomechanics and ground force experts in the world.
Philip focuses his work on ground mechanics and how to use technology
to augment the test/treat or test/train intervention process. His most
recent venture is as Director of Sports Science for V1 Sports, the leader
in video analysis and ground pressure software to capture, review, and
analyze athletic movement.
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‘Thank You Note’ from the Future
Deepens the Meaning of Essential
By Andrew Schneider, DPM
The COVID-19 pandemic became an unwelcome defining factor of 2020 and into 2021.
Now, we’re seeing the light at the end of the
tunnel. And this makes it a good time to reflect
on the pandemic’s effect on podiatric medicine
and surgery. It’s also time to ask how we can be
prepared for future events that may affect how
we practice.
One word that was present from the start
of the pandemic is “essential.” Of course, everyone thought they were essential. In some places,
“essential” was defined. In others, it was a broad
definition. For me, I took a good look at what I
do and tried to see what I did that others would
view as essential.
When I looked at this for my practice,
there was the low-hanging fruit. These included
my post-op patients. Also, diabetic patients with
foot ulcers and those at risk for developing com-

iStockphoto.com #1079132980

plications. Patients treated for fractures or other
advanced conditions all fit into this group. These
treatments and patients fit into the definition of
essential.

was a challenge. I was able to use telemedicine

practice.
During the early stages of the pandemic, I

to triage patients who may need to be seen in

contracted my hours and got past the concern

one of our in-person clinics. In other cases, I

who, themselves, are essential. For instance, is

of how I was going to pay my team. Because of

was able to manage the treatment virtually. This

caring for a nurse suffering from plantar fasciitis

our VOIP phone system, my team was able to

was especially important with patients who were

considered essential? How about a police

answer our phones through an app. This helped

at risk for contracting COVID-19. Receiving

officer with an ingrown toenail? These are the

make sure we were addressing the needs of

reimbursement for telemedicine was nice, But it

decisions I needed to make to decide how much

our patients. Once I got a handle on that, I had

certainly wasn’t paying the bills.

time my clinic will stay open when shutdowns

to determine how I was going to productively

were ordered.

spend my time outside the office.

Then my mind went to caring for patients

To do this, I started looking at my week in
terms of half-day clinics rather than looking at

The first place I turned was telemedicine.
Since podiatry is procedure-based, telemedicine

The other activity I did in earnest during
the pandemic was focusing on my practice
marketing. I took the time to rewrite the main
pages of my website. I created a weekly video

the week as a whole. By defining which cases
go into each clinic, it will make it simpler to
expand and contract our hours. It also has other
benefits. Patients in those half-day clinics are
coming in for similar complaints. That means
equipment and supplies will be ready. We know
what’s coming in and are prepared for it. It
increases the efficiency of those clinics. This is 1
positive effect that the pandemic has had on my

Essential [ uh-sen-shuhl ]:
Adjective: Absolutely necessary; indispensable
Noun: A basic, indispensable, or necessary
element; chief point
Continued on page 40
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to upload to YouTube and my website. I sent

write a thank you note to COVID-19 dated 5

weekly blast emails to my patients. We also

years in the future. It gave me an opportunity

stayed active on social media. I did this to stay

to see the positive of the pandemic while there

connected to our patients. Even though they

was still so much focus on the negative. For

were not coming into the office, it was a way to

me, it was incredible to have extra time with

nurture the connections we already had.

my family. My oldest son, who was abroad,

I also started new video series based on
particular conditions. I then had them transcribed and created ebooks to be available on

came home for 5 months, which was also a
bonus. We rescued a dog, like so many did.
More than anything, that thank you note

my website. It’s another way to connect with

was a way to rewire my thinking about the

potential patients who are looking for informa-

COVID-19 pandemic. It was not without its

tion about their condition. When it’s time for

challenges. There were lessons learned, both

them to take action, you’ll be top of mind.

personally and professionally, that will have an

You may wonder, “Why focus on marketing when we have so few clinic hours?”. To me,
that’s the perfect time to work on marketing.
We knew things would pick up again, even
though we didn’t know when exactly. We also
were in the unique position to have the time to
devote to marketing. It’s rare to have the time
without patient care getting in the way.
I also listened to a lot of online courses
and podcasts. One suggestion I found helpful:
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ongoing positive impact.
Andrew Schneider, DPM, is Medical Director at
Tanglewood Foot Specialists in Houston, Texas.
He also serves as Vice President of the American Academy of Podiatric Practice Management.
For over 50 years, the American Academy
of Podiatric Practice Management has had a
positive impact in the lives of practitioners and

lermagazine.com

their staff by integrating improved patient care
with proven practice management strategies. To
learn more, visit: aappm.org

Peripheral Artery Disease
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feature a cloud-based platform enabling community-based collaborative care.
Visit biomedix.com to discover more about how we can help you cost-effectively
save limbs and save lives.
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Pandemic’s Effects Ripple Into
Practices Large and Small
By Patrick DeHeer, DPM

populations. A bold strategy for a national

The COVID-19 pandemic’s profound effect on

initiative to address these inequities consisting

the healthcare system will produce a ripple
across all healthcare industry sectors, including

of collaboration between healthcare providers,
politicians, and insurers must occur. Podiat-

podiatric medicine and surgery. Some of these

ric physicians can and should be part of the

changes are obvious and currently taking place,

conversation.

and many are still to be determined.

The pandemic reinforced my desire to

Patients and physicians are both comfort-

be a physician, not a business owner. I was in

able with telemedicine for multiple types of en-

the process of selling my practice to Upperline

counters. A recent study in The Journal of Bone

Health during the pandemic. The sale closed

and Joint Surgery by Kingery and colleagues

in October 2020, relieving me of numerous

demonstrated the power of postoperative

administrative tasks and worries. Instead, I

telemedicine appointments. Patient satisfac-

now concentrate on what I do best, patient care

tion rates were significantly higher with virtual

and educating both residents and students.

visits. I incorporated postoperative telemedicine

Solo practice or small group practice models

visits the day after surgery in my practice, and

continue to decline, but the pandemic expedit-

I will never go back to phone calls. Although

ed the transition, in my opinion.

1

telemedicine has limitations in podiatric med-

As a small business entrepreneur, the

icine, opportunities exist to increase the use

impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on our

of this technology for patient convenience and

company, IQ Med, was significant. The sales of

provider productivity.

The Equinus Brace™ took approximately a year

Another area in healthcare that will be

to rebound to pre-pandemic sales. I am sure

forever changed post-pandemic is continu-

the effect on medical supply companies was

ing education for practicing physicians and

like our experience, with the noted exception of

post-graduate medical education for podiatric

personal protective equipment sales.

residents. Numerous potential benefits exist

Collateral damage from the pandemic was

for educational opportunities, including access

a pause on high-level research. The ramifica-

to many previously not routinely accessible

tions from the disruption of research will affect

speakers at lower costs and more convenience.

all of medicine. It is important for residencies,

I participated as a speaker for numerous

fellowships, and podiatric medical schools

virtual conferences during the pandemic, and

to prioritize high-level research to keep the

the virtual platform allowed me to participate

field up-to-date and to be able to attract new

without missing days from the office. As the

recruits.

Continuing Education Chair for the Indiana Po-

Kingery et al1 conclude that video calls may be superior
to phone calls as a way of enhancing patient satisfaction
following discharge. Their study sought to assess
the impact of day-of-surgery video and phone calls
on patient satisfaction. They enrolled 251 patients
undergoing outpatient orthopaedic surgery to 1 of 3
communication modalities: 61 patients in no contact
(standard of care); 119 patients in the phone group; 71
patients in the video call group. Using the Consumer
Assessment of Healthcare Providers and Systems
Surgical Care (S-CAHPS) survey, a greater proportion
of patients in the video group (85.9%) gave the top-box
response, compared to 71.8% of the phone group and
60.7% of the no contact group. When asked if the would
prefer a video call in future encounters with their surgeon
(charted data), 62% of the video group indicated they
would, while only 1.8% of patients in the no contact
group agreed, and only 1.7% in the phone group agreed.

References
1. Kingery MT, Hoberman A, Baron SL, et

There is no doubt that the pandemic creat-

al. Day-of-surgery video calls and phone

diatric Medical Association, I invited speakers

ed a paradigm shift in healthcare. The opportu-

calls increase patient satisfaction with out-

to participate who would not have been able

nities coming out of the pandemic to reimagine

patient surgery experience: a randomized

healthcare are abundant. The time is now to

controlled trial of postoperative commu-

use the lessons learned to change healthcare to

nication modalities. J Bone Joint Surg

to otherwise. Their virtual participation helps
reduce conference expenses, especially critical
for smaller organizations (like state associations) trying to put on top-tier conferences on a
limited budget.
A glaring negative resulting from the

reach our highest ideals.

Am. 2021;103(3):243-250.

Patrick DeHeer, DPM, is now Medical Director
at Upperline – Indiana and Podiatric Residency

pandemic was the microscope placed on the

Director at Ascension St. Vincent Hospital in

disparities in healthcare access for underserved

Indianapolis.
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Pandemic Changes Paradigm for
Where Data Can Be Collected
By Patrick Roscher, MS, and Arnaud

Institute of Technology and industry leaders such

Gouelle, PhD

as Apple have already published studies using

Throughout the COVID-19 pandemic, the use of

the Zeno Walkway System in this manner.1,2

telehealth visits has skyrocketed in an attempt to
limit the spread of the virus. And due to its popularity, the continued use of telehealth is expected.
However, while telehealth can be effective in
many areas, there are limitations when it comes
to characterizing changes in physical function
such as gait. Methods traditionally used to quantify physical function and gait require trained
personnel and often specialized equipment that is
found within the clinic or laboratory setting. The
objective measures on physical function gained
from in-person testing are critical in determining
the need of rehabilitation services and tracking
changes in function over time. Currently, tele-

The second way we are driving a solution is in
developing a new product that can be used in the
home setting for remote monitoring protocols. To
meet this goal, a small, durable, and inexpensive
sensor pad needs to be developed. Along with
the sensor that can be sent to homes, we also
need to develop meaningful protocols that are

iStockphoto.com #576932140

simple to follow than can be done on a smaller
pad than our current system. The combination of

validate wearable systems so that reliable, objec-

these would create a solution allowing for a small

tive data can be captured within a telehealth visit,

battery of tests to be done on a small sensor in

thus closing the gap between obtainable data

the home, with the data to be sent directly to the

from in-person and remote healthcare visits.

healthcare provider.
ProtoKinetics has been in contact with

Even pandemic disruption can lead to
innovation.
While undoubtedly a disaster for public

medicine relies heavily on self-reported outcomes

many research sites as we move forward with

that often lack sensitivity to subtle but clinically

our 2-pronged approach to bringing objective gait

health, the pandemic disruption has led to

meaningful changes in patient function. This

and balance measures into the home. Among our

accelerated innovation in the area of telemedi-

weakness in telemedicine and remote monitoring

numerous pursuits, we jumped at the opportu-

cine. ProtoKinetics seeks to keep this innovation

of patients is due to the limited availability of

nity to work with researchers at the University

grounded in science.

home-based tools to quantify physical function

of Texas Medical Branch (UTMB) (Rachel Deer,

metrics (eg, stride velocity, double support time,

PhD), Stevens Institute of Technology (Damiano

and 3D joint angles) that are as accurate as the

Zanotto, PhD), and the University of Texas MD

laboratory or clinical-based measures.

Anderson Cancer Center (Maria C. Swartz, PhD,

The COVID-19 pandemic led ProtoKinetics,

MPH, RD, LD) on a project designed to use a

Patrick Roscher, MS, and Arnaud Gouelle, PhD,
provide customer support, project assistance, and
educational content for ProtoKinetics clients using
their backgrounds in research and clinical gait
analysis. The educational content is produced

as a company, to look at how we can lead the

smart insoles system in a telemedicine setting

efforts behind a remote monitoring solution that

to assess effects and necessary rehabilitation for

will close the gap between the objective measures

COVID-19 survivors. This study aimed to fill the

available within the laboratory or clinic setting

need for accurate instrumented physical function

and the limited measures available at home. We

measures in the home setting. We collaborat-

have identified our role in solving this problem

ed on designing a study to use smart insoles

in 2 ways. The first way is to use our system to

developed at Stevens’ Wearable Robotic Systems

validate wearable sensors. Our system provides

Laboratory and our newly developed ProtoKinet-

objective data from direct measurement to quan-

ics pad to examine physical function longitudinal

tify motion, making it a sensible validation tool

changes among COVID-19 survivors recruited

for wearable sensors. To use wearable devices

from UTMB’s Post-COVID Recovery Clinic. The

for data collection for the analysis of gait and

first step is to validate the insole system’s accura-

other functional movements, the devices first

cy and confirm agreement between in-clinic and

must be validated for specific patient populations

home testing outcomes. The ultimate goal is to be

and testing protocols. Testing wearable sensors

able to carry out the objective physical function

2. Apple. Measuring walking quality through

simultaneously with the Zeno Walkway System

tests using the insole system and ProtoKinetics

iPhone mobility metrics. www.apple.com/

can contextualize the data from the wearables

pad in the homes of patients during telehealth

healthcare/docs/site/Measuring_Walking_

and validate the accuracy for a specific use.

visits. This ongoing study is a perfect example of

Quality_Through_iPhone_Mobility_Metrics.

Researchers at universities such as Steven’s

how the Zeno Walkway System can be used to

pdf. May 2021
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within the Gait and Balance Academy and can be
found at https://www.protokinetics.com/category/gait-and-balance-academy/.
References
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Healthcare innovation is no longer optional. Technology Driven Progression
is required to make patient care more efficient, evidence-based and profitable.
Managing and synthesizing accurate gait and balance data are vital to
Optimizing Patient-Centered Mobility Performance and understanding
the effectiveness of interventions that portray patients' mobility in, and capacity
for, daily activities.
Contact us today to learn how quickly and easily you can integrate the Zeno
Walkway Powered by PKMAS Software into your operations!
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Taleo Harmony

Your patients deserve the very best in
carbon fiber foot technology.

We are excited to introduce the two newest foot options for your foot portfolio, Taleo Vertical Shock
and Taleo Harmony.
Give your patients enhanced comfort with a functional ring unit that absorbs torsion (+/- 10°) and
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Pandemic Proves O,P&P Is Nothing If Not Adaptable
By Erick Janisse, CPed
As we pass the midpoint of 2021, our great
country is slowly but surely reopening and,
hopefully, returning to normal (not the overused-to-the-point-of-being-nonsensical “new
normal” that we heard about ad nauseum, but
the real “normal” that we all remember and long
for).
Looking back, some wonderful changes and advancements came out of a year of
seemingly non-stop challenges and roadblocks
brought on by the COVID-19 pandemic. One
example is the spotlight the pandemic shone on

iStockphoto.com #980300450

the sometimes-marginalized senior population.
As a country, we came together to do the best
we could to look out for, help, and protect our
elderly family members, patients, friends, and
neighbors. We changed the way we do things to
ensure that those most at risk were shielded as
best as humanely possible from the dangers of
COVID-19 – whether it was changing the way
we do business and having only 1 patient in the
office at a time on the work side, or wearing
a mask and respecting seniors-only shopping
hours at the grocery store in our personal lives.
We checked in with parents, grandparents, and
elderly neighbors much more frequently. The

re-watch presentations later if you like. Another

is entirely impractical to presume that OP&P

obvious plus is that there were no travel expens-

devices should – or even could – be measured

es or time away from the family. We are also

for and fit virtually. Any responsible practitioner

seeing some exciting advancements in virtual

recognizes the inherent risk involved in mailing

exhibit halls. This is a component that will need

a brace or pair of diabetic shoes to a patient

to be as cutting edge as possible if our profes-

and keeping fingers crossed that everything fits.

sional organizations hope to grow their virtual

Beyond that, toward the end of 2020, and cer-

conferences and symposia and see them thrive.

tainly in 2021, many (not all, of course) of our

Sponsors, vendors, organizers, and attendees

patients – desperate for human interaction and

all yearn for real, actual interaction – and we’re

a return to normalcy – were more than happy to

improving on that with every meeting.

have in-person visits, face-to-face conversations,

As a corporate trainer, I frequently teach

people you love – especially the most vulner-

Certified Fitter of Therapeutic Shoes (CFts)

able – seem that much more precious in an

classes. At the onset of the lockdown, our

environment fraught with such fear, anxiety,

Education Department worked together to

and uncertainty. It was difficult not to be able to

develop and launch a multimedia, fully online

visit loved ones in hospitals or nursing homes,

CFts pre-certification course. While it is labor

but we did the best we could because we knew

intensive to facilitate it this way, we’re proud of

it would keep them safe. Who would have

just how incredibly interactive it is. Over the

guessed so many octogenarians would become

past 18 months, I have helped (literally) hun-

proficient with iPads and Zoom meetings?

dreds of people set up and use Microsoft Teams

We also realized how adaptable the

for the first time – and most got a kick out of it.

orthotics, prosthetics, and pedorthics (OP&P)

That being said, I am very glad to be travelling

community can be when it came to the delivery

again and teaching classes in person. But virtual

of education in 2020. While some meetings

education is here to stay, and I firmly believe the

were cancelled or postponed, many went virtual.

2 methods of delivery can not only coexist but

No, it’s not the same, but there are some great

also complement and augment each other.

and something productive to do. Yes, OP&P
clinicians are indeed essential.
Moving forward, I hope that compulsive
handwashing never goes out of style. I’m
perfectly fine with fist bumps. And I’m all about
this newfound respect for personal space. But
most importantly, I believe that we in the OP&P
community have always been exceptionally
adaptable, always looking for ways to do things
better. As we exit this pandemic, I trust we can
and will build upon the lessons we learned and
leverage the efficiencies we developed while
working under COVID-19 restrictions to keep
improving our patient care models and making
life just a little safer for our most at-risk, compromised, and/or elderly patients.

benefits. Some meetings allowed you to view

I, for one, was happy to see that Medicare

sessions at your convenience – complete with

did not relax the in-person requirement for the

pedorthist, is a corporate trainer at DJO Global

pause and rewind features. You could even

evaluation and delivery of OP&P devices. It

in St. Louis, Missouri.
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Rediscovering Original Purpose
By Rob Conenello, DPM
Like many of us, I have had my share of trying
times. I remember a quote I read while battling
an illness that said, “Sometimes painful things
can teach us lessons that we didn’t think we
needed to know.” This couldn’t be more meaningful than during the COVID-19 pandemic.
I live and practice in the New York metropolitan area. Sixteen months ago, we were
the first and hardest hit area in the United
States. Many of my medical peers were working
long hours and were being faced with brutal
conditions in which the reality of life and death
was a painfully daily occurrence. As a podiatrist
who deals primarily with elective issues, I felt
removed from their world, and honestly felt
humbled and as if I were a spectator to this
medical challenge. At times I struggled with my
inability to do much to help others. I kept my
office open that first month, but truly did not
see many patients, which further led to more
frustration.
Soon thereafter, a strange phenomenon
began to occur. My schedule started to fill up

Dr. Conenello’s podcast, RPM2 Sports Docs – Fitness is Medicine, can be found on Apple Podcasts.

with first responders! I was treating those valiant
frontline workers who were developing a multi-

time. Along with that I have also scheduled daily

tude of overuse injuries. Doctors, nurses, police,

exercise into my life. No more excuses. I’ve never

EMS, and individuals working in long-term

felt healthier, and I believe it gives me a much

dozens of my dear patients and friends to this

facilities were calling to be seen. It was then I

better perspective and empathy when dealing

horrid disease. I will not let their passing be in

realized my purpose was to keep them comfort-

with my athletic patients.

vain. I will continue to strive to be the best physi-

able so they could serve others. That’s why, 35

The other aspect of time is to slow down

I can use in the clinic.
Unfortunately, like many of you, I have lost

cian, husband, father, and friend.

years ago, I was called to my profession….to

with each patient and give them the opportunity

help others. This was uplifting for me as now I

to share their concerns without feeling rushed.

and work together in order to DO GREAT

felt part of the team!

Spending more time listening to them has

THINGS!

Having the benefit of time to re-evaluate
my practice, I have also realized that there were
many lessons learned and I will forever change

We all must continue to remain positive

revealed pathologies that I probably missed in
Rob Conenello, DPM, is a sports medicine podia-

the past.
I consider myself a lifelong learner and

trist at Orangetown Podiatry in Orangeburg, New

the way I practice. The most important thing I

always enjoyed sharing best practices with col-

York. He is also a member of the Lower Extremity

learned to cherish was time. This takes many

leagues at conferences as well as informally over

Review Editorial Advisory Board. The podcast,

forms. Time spent with my family was definitely

beverages. Realizing this, 3 peers and I started

RPM2 Sports Docs – Fitness is Medicine, can be

a silver lining. Being able to share meals and

our own podcast called RPM2 Sports Docs –

found on Apple Podcasts.

communicate had become a lost experience

Fitness is Medicine. We have reached out to all

while trying to manage a busy practice. Moving

medical professionals both here in the US and

forward, I have learned how to be a more effi-

abroad as well. Our informal show is not only

cient clinician and to schedule my hours so that

educational but it has become a much-anticipat-

I am free to be home at a much more reasonable

ed event in which I always gain a new pearl that
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Footmaxx Orthotics
Completely custom in every
detail, for every patient.

Get started today!

1.800.779.3668
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Pediatric Hip Abduction System
FOR SAFE TREATMENT
of correctable pediatric hip contractures!

• Safe and gradual joint mobilization
• Improved joint movement
• Stretch spastic muscles

Call 888-678-6548 or email info@allardusa.com
to receive your FREE Product Selection Guide!

The Paradox of Modern Technology:
Closer But Less Human
By Mark Mendeszoon
COVID-19 has changed the world in ways that
we can’t even imagine as of yet. One thing
that this pandemic has done is it caused us to
distance ourselves from other people and realize
the paradox of modern technology.
As a practicing podiatrist/foot and ankle
surgeon at Precision Orthopaedic Specialties
in a small midwestern town, the pandemic
has allowed our medical profession to become
dehumanized. Since the virus became prevalent,
all this social distancing has forced us to lose
our best caregiving tools: our human senses.
hands-on treatments, personal interactions,
and empathy have all been thwarted. With the
improvement of telemedicine, patients can still
be treated, but at what cost? It is often difficult
to make a diagnosis just by talking to a patient
and not being able to examine them, palpate
that soft spot to truly understand it, or use our

Small running retailers provide products and events/activities for the local communities of runners.

human interaction to comfort and help our
patients. During the pandemic, even when we

have changed shopping in person for the worse.

or running issues, but for their overall being. I

see patients in the office, the human contact

As online sales continue to grow exponentially,

will value my skills that allow me to help people

and experience has been diminished by not

the brick-and-mortar stores, which are the fabric

and be able to socially and physically care for

being able to shake someone's hand, look at

of local communities, are deteriorating rapidly.

them in person and have the human element,

them without their masks, or observe their facial

Like most other people, I am hoping to

which is something we all need.

expressions and body language; none of that but

get back to some sort of normalcy. As time pro-

with the fear of potentially acquiring the SARS-

gresses what I have learned from the pandemic

pandemic to keep things moving forward; how-

CoV-2 virus (the virus that causes COVID-19).

is that I miss social interaction with my patients

ever, I believe that technology is also diminish-

Medical offices now look like science-fiction

and customers. I miss teaching students and

ing the human component of existence. I hope

novels where plastic shields, face guards, gloves,

other professionals in person. I miss having

we can connect as people and appreciate social-

hand sanitizer, social distancing, sanitizing

human contact and socializing with people. As I

ization and human contact in the future. As far

equipment, and chemicals have created an om-

know the terrible impact that this pandemic has

back as the 1940s, some feared that technology

inous cloud in the offices, surgical centers, and

imparted on the world, I have been blessed and

would outpace humanity. Our response to this

hospitals. Honestly, it feels like a George Orwell

grateful that no one in my immediate circle has

pandemic certainly makes you wonder…

novel or Twilight Zone episode.

lost their battle to this vicious virus. I am also

Technology has been great through this

humbled that I am able to continue to practice

Mark Mendeszoon, DPM, is a senior partner at

medical field but also the retail market. As

my vocations as a physician, surgeon, retail

Precision Orthopaedic Specialties Inc. located in

owner of 3 Achilles Running Shops, we have

specialist, track coach, and educator.

Chardon, OH. He is the director of University

Not only has this pandemic impacted the

been fortunate to survive the pandemic, unlike

As the pandemic restrictions are lifted, I

Hospitals Richmond Heights Medical Center

many other brick-and-mortar retail shops.

will much more appreciate having the privilege

Advanced Foot & Ankle Surgery. In addition, he

Online sales have been beneficial, but once

and honor to work with patients and customers.

is the owner of three Achilles Running Shops in

again, pandemic-centric curbside pickups, social

I will listen more astutely and intentionally en-

Northeast Ohio and Erie, PA, as well as Presi-

distancing, plastic shields, and customers’ fears

gage in conversation, not only for their medical

dent of the Maple Leaf Track Club.
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Research During Pandemic Highlights
Athletes’ Need for Sleep
By Antonio Robustelli, MSc, CSCS

sleep hygiene protocol on various aspects related

Salerno, Italy: The COVID-19 pandemic

to quality of life, athletic performance, cognitive

has opened a Pandora’s box in the world of
professional sport: But that’s not all bad. It has
prompted a further and definitive qualitative
leap in the application of sports science and
medicine principles to a more inclusive vision of
the human machine. That vision encompasses a
multitude of factors contributing to the maximization of an athlete’s performance.
During several months characterized by

and mental health, and regulation of emotion.1
Over-exposure to artificial ambient illumination
during evening and night hours has been shown
to disrupt circadian rhythms and sleep patterns
through a mechanism of misalignment of the
endogenuous biological processes and the external light-dark cycles.2 And, because they can
negatively affect the quality of sleep and thus
the level of an athlete’s performance, several

lockdowns and general restrictions all over the

other factors need to be taken into account.

world, there was a total upheaval in behavior,

These factors include age, fitness status, gender,

lifestyles, sleep hygiene, social gatherings, and

diet, travel, and anxiety.3

our relationship with the environment. Despite

There have been a few papers in the last

these changes, athletes always had the oppor-

12 months that have focused attention on the

tunity to train. And they did train. But perhaps

effects of lockdowns and restrictions on profes-

not in optimal ways.

sional athletes. Mon-Lopez et al4 investigated

iStockphoto.com #509728131

and system – with a nod toward sleep hygiene
protocols. This is the biggest challenge sports
performance science needs to fix in the world
post-pandemic.

the effects of lockdown restrictions on 175 pro-

Antonio Robustelli, MSc, CSCS, is a professional

fessional and non-professional Spanish football

sports performance consultant and elite coach

Although their role has been investigated and

players through an online survey with Profile of

from Italy. He is also a member of the LER

highlighted in the scientific literature, the im-

Mood States (POMS) and Wong Law Emo-

Editorial Advisory Board and can be reached at

portance of proper recovery strategies together

tional Intelligence Scale Short form (WLEIS-S)

Antonio.robustelli@omni-athlete.com.

with a regular sleep hygiene protocol and light

questionnaires, showing that changes in habits

exposure remain overlooked in professional

due to isolation and restrictions have produced

References

sport. These are things players need to do to

modifications in sleep patterns (sleep quality

1. Watson AM. Sleep and athletic performance.

stay healthy and fit, and taking care of what the
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investigated the impact of lockdowns on sleep

tal pillars of the physical preparation process.

and mental health in athletes by administering
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an online survey to 565 elite and sub-elite

in history – where general restrictions, isola-
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tion, and governmental lockdown strategies
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community.
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When Optimal is Not Possible, Go For Sufficient
By N. Travis Triplett, PhD, CSCS*D,
FNSCA
The field of strength and conditioning encompasses many different career paths and consists
of individuals who work with people representing
every conceivable part of the human spectrum,
from high-performance athletes to the general
population to individuals with disabilities or
health-related conditions to children and adolescents. The COVID-19 pandemic largely put a halt
to most forms of in-person supervised physical
activity and training, and professionals in the
field had to make extreme adjustments to how

iStockphoto.com #1269142277

things were done to keep their clients training
and their livelihoods intact.
The biggest lesson learned during the pandemic was the importance of planning training
for what is sufficient versus what is optimal. This
shift in thinking required greater flexibility in
which types of training implements and exercises
were utilized, less rigidity with regard to the

typical use of barbells and free weights, so set

in Boone, North Carolina. She is also the current

and repetition schemes had to be adjusted (often

president of the National Strength and Condition-

increased) to physiologically stress the body so

ing Association.

pre-COVID-19 training adaptations were not
significantly lost. These changes often resulted
in some maintenance of training adaptations but

Suggested Readings
1. Gentil P, Barbosa de Lira CA, Coswig V, et al.

also a reduction in the ability to achieve peak

Practical recommendations relevant to the use

attention to perception of effort as a means of

strength and power, which was more impactful

of resistance training for COVID-19 survivors.

assessing workout difficulty. In addition, time

for athletic populations.

Front Physiol. 2021;12: 637590.

training load (level of resistance), and increased

efficiency of workouts became a priority due to

Going forward, practitioners will need to

the COVID-19-related restrictions regarding the

re-think training practices as well as facility

number of individuals in a facility at any 1 time

hygiene practices. COVID-19 is very likely to be

and the need for social distancing. Training the

present for the foreseeable future and will need to

lower extremity was specifically affected as the

be managed rather than eradicated. Procedures

optimal development of muscular strength and

will have to be developed in the instance of a

power in the lower body musculature necessitates

local outbreak so a transition back to “pandemic

the use of heavier loads and explosive activities,

mode” of facility operation and client training can

and typically utilizes barbells and free weights,

be made quickly and seamlessly. While it will

which were less available to those at home.

now be easier to manage practitioner and client

2. Gentil P, Barbosa de Lira CA, Souza D, et al.
Resistance training safety during and after
the SARS-Cov-2 outbreak: practical recommendations. BioMed Res Int. 2020:Article ID
3292916.
3. Gentil P, Ramirez-Campillo R, Souza D.
Resistance training in face of the coronavirus
outbreak: time to think outside the box. Front
Physiol. 2020;11:859.

More specifically, practitioners had less

expectations when normal training has to be ad-

equipment available overall, especially as training

justed, more research is needed for the efficacy of

et al. The impact of coronavirus (COVID-19)

shifted remotely, and had to rely on body weight

different training methods relative to preservation

exercises, elastic resistance bands, and smaller

related public-health measures on training

of training adaptations, as well as comparative

dumbbells or kettlebells (that clients typically

behaviours of individuals previously partici-

research with non-traditional forms of resistance

had available at home), as well as non-traditional

pating in resistance training: A cross-sectional

exercises, so that the most effective combinations

methods of applying resistance (canned goods,

survey study. Sports Med. 2021;51(7):1561-

of equipment and exercise selection can be put

1580.

wood logs, sand or water-filled jugs, etc.). This, in
turn, limited the number of exercises that could

into action.

4. Steele J, Androulakis-Korakakis P, Carlson L,

5. Vitale JA, Bonato M, Borghi S, et al. Home-

be performed safely, especially without direct su-

N. Travis Triplett, PhD, CSCS*D, FNSCA, is pro-

based resistance training for older subjects

pervision, resulting in shorter workouts. Loading

fessor of physiology of exercise, Exercise Science

during the COVID-19 outbreak in Italy: pre-

was therefore challenged because the alternative

Undergraduate Program Director, and on the

liminary results of a six-months RCT. Intl J

forms of training did not precisely mimic the

Graduate Faculty at Appalachian State University

Environ Res Public Health. 2020;17(24):9533.
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Like Athletes on the Field, Pandemic
Required Pivots with Limited Input
By Jay Hertel, PhD, ATC, and Kathy

objectively evaluate expert opinions was essen-

Dieringer, EdD, LAT, ATC

tial in making informed decisions. The ability

The past few decades have seen a prioritization
of evidence-based practice in athletic training,
sports medicine, and all of healthcare. The
premise of evidence-based practice is that
clinical decisions should be based on a combination of the best available research evidence:
prior clinical experience patient values and
preferences.
The COVID-19 pandemic presented a huge
challenge to the athletic training and sports
medicine communities in terms of designing
and implementing safety protocols to restart
sports and return athletes to participation
following the initial lockdown.
There was no best research evidence on
how to do this and very few sports medicine
clinicians had prior clinical experience on which
to draw when making decisions involving a

to confidently pivot and enact policy changes as
new evidence emerged was critical.
I wonder how the experience of navigating
the pandemic will change the framework of evidence-based practice going forward. Performing
clinical trials and the subsequent peer review
and publication process has tended to be slow
and deliberate.
Going forward, regardless of the clinical
patients’ desires or expectations for the newest
evidence, even if it is not what we would
traditionally consider a high level of evidence,
challenge the tenets of clinical research and
evidence-based practice?
Is disruption coming to the medical

safety of our patients. Because the skillset of ATs
is centered in prevention, the increased use of
technology in patient intervention that became
common in 2020 must remain an integral part
our practice in the future. Moving forward, we

research community that will change our cus-

also must be increasingly cognizant of our men-

tomary ways of doing things?

tal health status as well as that of our colleagues

Will the production and consumption of

global pandemic. The values and preferences of

medical research change in the coming years

athletes ranged from those eager to get back to

at a scale that mimics what Uber and Lyft have

sport as quickly as possible to others who were

done to taxi cabs or what Airbnb has done to

extremely cautious about returning too soon due

the hotel industry?

to ongoing and unknown risks of the virus. The

iStockphoto.com #144324835

problem or application, will clinicians’ and

Perhaps, because if the pandemic taught

and patients in this post-COVID-19 world,
while remaining ever vigilant in infectious
disease prevention. ATs and other healthcare
professionals excelled during 2020 and did so
by embracing change, practicing vigilance, and

gravity of the pandemic was compounded by

me anything, it’s that nothing is impervious to

quickly implementing optimal, and at times

disparities in the severity of illness and height-

change, and we are all adaptable to change.

new solutions, techniques, and opportunities

ened risk of death among individuals from

Jay Hertel, PhD, ATC

– lessons that must not be forgotten once the

disadvantaged populations.

pandemic is over.

opinion from infectious disease specialists.

Embracing Change,
Practicing Vigilance

Those opinions changed often based on insights

COVID-19 immediately and profoundly affected

Jay Hertel, PhD, AT, is chair of the Department

gleaned from rapidly emerging study data, the

practices and protocols throughout all of

of Kinesiology and the Joe H. Gieck Professor of

results of which were often not peer reviewed.

healthcare and athletic trainers (ATs) were no

These circumstances presented the antithesis

Sports Medicine at the University of Virginia. He

exception. Public health is paramount to the

of evidence-based practice. Decisions about

is also Editor-in-Chief of the Journal of Athletic

very essence of who we are and what we do

the restarting of sport, safety, screening and

as ATs. Like many healthcare providers, ATs

Training.

testing protocols, contact tracing and quarantine

were stressed by the demands of COVID-19

procedures for athletes and staff who contracted

prevention, detection, and management and the

COVID-19, and processes for returning infected

challenge of accessing up-to-date information

athletes to sport after they had contracted the

that was changing daily.

Decisions had to be made based on expert

virus all had to be made in this challenging
environment. The ability of athletic trainers to

The ability to pivot when new information
became available was critical to the health and

lermagazine.com

Kathy Dieringer, EdD, LAT, ATC

Kathy Dieringer, EdD, LAT, ATC, is president of D&D Sports Med, an outpatient physical,
occupational therapy and athletic training group
in the Denton, Texas area. She is the current
President of the National Athletic Trainers’
Association.
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“Why are certain of my colleagues
always on the news, quoted in
articles, or constantly in the media?”

EXCLUSIVE
OFFER FOR PROMOTIONAL
LER READE
RS

If you’re like most, you probably wonder how some of your colleagues
achieve so much notoriety. Why are they considered “experts” and you’re
not? The difference is the amount of publicity they create. The good news
is: You can build your own media presence and we’ll show you how.
Think about the patient. How does the patient know
who is an expert and who is not? The only thing the
patient sees is who is on the news and who is quoted
in the newspaper or who comes up first on Google
or Twitter. Patients often assume the more publicity a
provider receives, the better provider they are. But we
know there are plenty of excellent providers who never
get quoted in the press. The patient doesn’t realize
that you may be as good as—if not better—than the
providers they see in the media. Is it time for you to
get noticed?
We know what you’re thinking: I don’t know how
to do that. True: Most healthcare professionals are
more focused on their work and less focused on their
marketing and public relations efforts.

Let’s look at how we can help you create the visibility
and exposure that you need to help grow your practice.
For 10 years, you have placed your trust and loyalty
in LER. Now it’s time to let us help you develop a
complete branding and market differentiation plan
for patient retention, patient satisfaction, and greater
patient referrals. Let our team of marketing, public
relations, and branding experts take your practice tv o
the next level.
We are offering a complimentary practice-building
strategy session to the first 100 applicants who log on
to the address below by December 31, 2021. Let us help
you take your practice to the next level.

Visit www.lermagazine.com/expert to schedule
your strategy session.

SIGN UP FOR YOUR FREE PRACTICE-BUILDING STRATEGY SESSION TODAY

We will evaluate your marketing and public relations efforts and identify
what is holding back your practice. We will determine where patient
referrals are being lost and what is limiting your visibility in the media.
We will share multiple strategies on how to increase your presence in the
media so you can retain existing patients longer, generate more patient
referrals, and grow your practice to new levels.
As a bonus, we will create and provide you with samples
of your own custom- branded PDF magazine for
distribution to your patients.

Our Hopes and Challenges as the
Pandemic Winds Down
By Robert Weil, DPM
Yes, the pandemic is winding down and so
many thanks to all who have helped! An endless
array of champions in all areas of our society. The best of us! This has been a year that
none of us will ever forget – so many lost and
destroyed lives.
Please note I’m saying the pandemic is
winding down, not over with. We’ve got to keep
the pressure on. As I’ve stressed on my radio
show, The Sports Doctor, we are in what I believe is our society’s greatest challenge – how do
we return to “normalcy” – whatever that is.
What have we learned? So many guests on
my show, doctors, therapists, coaches, athletes,
authors, sports parents, etc. – wherever they
were from, whatever their backgrounds, stressed

personal interactions as our economy and busi-

this mental challenge. Later in the pandemic,

nesses reopen. Everyone needs to be educated

flexible and patient – clinicians, the kids, their

Mayor Steve Chirico of Naperville, Illinois, said,

and informed – doctors and patients included.

parents, coaches, athletes, administrators – and

“Mental health right now is our town’s and soci-

This is how we will put COVID-19 behind us.

yes, all the patients of all the doctors, therapists,

ety’s greatest challenge!” And he was right. Who
hasn’t been affected?
How will clinicians of all fields adapt?

Sports at all levels have been turned upside

We’ve all needed – and still need – to be

and trainers. As clinicians, we need to be aware

down and are absolutely adapting to winding

and empathetic to that overriding component –

down of the pandemic. Somehow, although cra-

mental health – and how we’ve all been AND

What changes and new directions will be

zy at times, and “in Bubbles” no less, the pros

still are dealing with these stresses. We need to

implemented in physical and mental medicine

had the Super Bowl, World Series, and NBA

be aware that whatever our specialty, or service

and what lessons have we learned through this

finals; colleges had football champs and March

or treatment being provided, this mental part

pandemic nightmare? LER magazine, like other

Madness. Sadly, we’ve seen too many injuries

is huge. We need to be good listeners. Positive

media channels, will continue to pay big atten-

due to athletes jumping back into the sport

outlooks by all involved will surely be helpful.

tion to these questions and challenges. Are there

when not as physically prepared as necessary.

Let’s keep this winding down moving in the

messages parents can be sending to – or receiv-

Mental pressures at all levels were and still are

right direction.

ing from – their kids about sports and physical

off the charts. Youth sports have been tremen-

Amazingly, although not shocking, current

activity that can be updated or renewed now

dously affected with cancelled or changed sea-

that things are reopening? Lessons learned?

events have exploded around us with new chal-

sons, schedule disruptions, and closings. Sports

Priorities noted?

lenges and concerns. Variants! Yes, we've come

parents and all parents will need to be flexible

so far - PLEASE stay informed, stay safe, and

Good questions – lots of answers! But
more still to come.
Doctors and therapists in all fields have
experienced “the virtual” explosion in dealing

and adapt as things are reopening. LER’s sister
magazine, MVP Parent (mvpparent.com), will

get vaccinated!

continue to pay big attention to all these key

Robert A. Weil is a sports podiatrist in private

areas in youth sports.

practice in Aurora, Illinois. He hosts The Sports
Doctor, a live weekly radio show on bbsradio.

with patients. Telemedicine is a prime example

Gyms and workout facilities also are re-

– Zoom interactions are great, but the mental

opening and adapting. Health and wellness is so

com. His book, #HeySportsParents, written

stress of still more technology compounds all of

important as we must physically “keep moving.”

with Sharkie Zartman, is available on Amazon.

it. It will be interesting to see how well we all do

My health club was closed for almost a year –

com. Dr. Weil was inducted into the prestigious

with this gradual return to the “face to face” of

we must get that fitness habit back and keep it.

National Fitness Hall of Fame in April 2019.
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At Camp No Limits, Adapt Is What We Do – Every Day!
By Mary Leighton, OTR/L
“Adapt! It’s what we do!” became the 2020 motto
for Camp No Limits as the world shut down in
March for the COVID-19 pandemic. Needless
to say, the pandemic changed things: the way
we all had to put our lives on hold, the way we
live, and even the way we have hosted camps
since our humble beginnings in 2004. Camp No
Limits was founded in Maine in 2004 with the
mission of education, empowerment, and support for children and their families living with
limb loss and/or limb differences, so we already
knew a bit about adapting.
While we braced for the unknown, we did
what we knew how to do best. We adapted our
setups and were able to hold 2 in-person camps
— Florida and Camp sNOw Limits (in Maine)

countries, and while we could not be together in

practicing other fine and gross motor skill devel-

person, we were still able to connect from our

opment needed for everyday life activities. The

screens.

“magic of camp” happens with the mentorship

What made this possible was funding from

and unique connections that are made. Campers

Hanger Charitable Foundation. I shared my very

and families learn about the many opportunities

first patient with Scott Hebert, CPO, a Hanger

that are available to them. Many sigh in relief,

Clinic prosthetist. Other Hanger clinicians quick-

finally feeling “normal” and “at home” for the

ly saw the impact the camp had on the campers

first time, having friendships and “family” that

and families and began volunteering their time

will last a lifetime.

at camps nationwide. In 2014, Hanger Charitable

We recently received a Hanger Foundation

Foundation granted $100,000 to provide schol-

Empowerment Signature Grant. That fund-

arships to first-time families attending camps

ing will allow us to continue our mission by

in 2014–2015. Over the last 6 years, Hanger

providing scholarships for 60 families in 2021 at

Charitable Foundation has made it possible

1 of our 4 in-person camps. The partnership we

for over 5,000 campers/family members to

have with Hanger Clinic and Hanger Charitable

attend Camp No Limits. The camps are staffed

Foundation has allowed us the success of not

by physical and occupational therapists (PTs/

only providing opportunities to our campers and

OTs), prosthetists, adult amputee mentors, and

families, but also providing hope and a sense of

— before going virtual in April 2020. Our staff

other healthcare professionals. The scholarship

worked tirelessly to figure out how to make

funds allow campers and their families to attend

Camp No Limits Virtual, and we succeeded. We

1 of the camps nationwide where they have the

were able to hold 7 virtual camps and numerous

opportunity to participate in life skills sessions

weekly virtual connections for the remainder of

led by PTs/OTs, learning skills such as tying

2020 and continue to do so into 2021. The vir-

shoes, putting their hair in a ponytail, practicing

Mary Leighton, OTR/L, is an occupational thera-

tual camps allowed us to connect with campers

prosthetic hygiene and care, participating in

pist and the founder of Camp No Limits. Visit the

from all over the United States and 8 different

balance activities, learning cooking skills, and

website at https://nolimitsfoundation.org/.
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humanity to our whole community and a belief
that we are all in this together and we will be the
change that we wish to see in this world, come
what may.
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